


Languages fascinate us, as we share a passion for teaching that 
led to the creation of our own language centers all over the world. 
In the past few years, we have created language methodology that 
implements the most advanced and innovative language-teaching 
techniques which we developed while working as linguists, 
language teachers, and translators.
 
We invite you to join us, check out our time-tested methodology, 
and enjoy your newly mastered language skills. As they say, you live 
a new life for every new language you speak!

Andriy Kononenko & Gela Turabelidze,
NovaMova Co-founders
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Founded in 2001, Novamova school has become 
one of the top Russian language training institutes 
in the post-Soviet states.

OUR SCHOOL
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UNIQUE LOCATIONS
Get off the beaten path! Russian is 
spoken by more than 250 million 
people all over the world, not just 
in Moscow and St. Petersburg! 
Learn Russian where it’s spoken, in 
exciting and exotic places (visa free!) 
like Moldova, Ukraine, and Georgia. 

MODERN AND 
CENTRAL PREMISES
At each of our locations, NovaMova 
has fully equipped classrooms for 
interactive learning, and plenty of 
comfortable nooks for homework. 
Our schools are housed a few steps 
from cafes, local lively eating joints, 
and restaurants to fit your needs. 

DEDICATED STAFF
All of us at NovaMova have the same 
goal: Helping you to learn Russian 
and Ukrainian as effectively as 
possible. Our teachers have decades 
of experience, and our staff provides 
full service to our students. We take 
care of everything! 

READY TO HELP
From the moment you arrive, our 
experienced and professional staff 
is available to answer questions and 
help you during your time with us. All 
our students can call for assistance 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

METHODOLOGY
Our teaching methodology is 
internationally accredited. We make 
learning easy by providing the highest 
quality of language instruction through 
our carefully selected and experienced 
staff. Engaging the students in the 
meaningful communication during and 
after class is the strongest element in 
our methodology.

ACCOMMODATIONS
We offer a variety of options for our 
students: Depending on your needs, 
you may choose among home-stays, 
private and shared apartments, and 
hotels. Whichever you desire, you 
can rest assured that your living 
space will be comfortable, as we 
carefully inspect each one. 

WHY CHOOSE NOVAMOVA SCHOOL?
Presently, NovaMova is proud to say we operate a network of schools 
in Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova. We provide top quality programs to 
individual students, as well as government agencies and many educational 
institutions in the US and Europe. All our programs are customized to suit 
the needs of our students and usually include a full immersion experience. 

INTERNSHIPS
Our students have completed 
internships with non-governmental 
organizations, for-profit businesses, 
Western companies, and mass-media 
outlets. We stand ready to help you 
find an internship that fits your needs.

HIGH SPEED WI-FI
We have super-fast Wi-Fi throughout 
our classrooms and office space. 
Students can take 
advantage of free and 
broadband Wi-Fi. 

Top 5 Nationalities 2016
USA
UK
GERMANY
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND

26.8%
15.7%
12.1%
8.7%
7.6%

“It is more than a school it is a real 
family. They are always ready to 
help you to improve your level in 
Russian.”   

Mickaël de Prat, France

NOVAMOVA SCHOOL
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NovaMova is a team 
of dedicated linguistic 
specialists and teachers 
who have decades of 
experience. Choose which 
of our programs is best 
for you. 

RUSSIAN COURSES
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GROUP LESSONS
Group lessons are our most popular course option. We 
maintain a low student-to-teacher ratio to ensure that 
the needs of all students are met. Group courses are 
held all year round. You can join a group in progress after 
completing the entrance test. 

Group lessons:  20 sessions per week, 45 
minutes eaсh session

Minimum course length:  1 week
Levels:  Beginner, A1, A2, B1, B2
Start Dates:  Every Monday*, all year round

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS
Individual lessons are the most effective way to master 
any subject. It allows teachers to customize subjects for 
each student according to their specific professional or 
personal needs. Private instructors can explain grammar 
and other course material in several foreign languages. 

Individual lessons: 10, 15, 20 or 30 sessions a 
week,  
45 minutes eaсh session

Minimum course length:  1 week
Levels:  All
Start Dates:  Every Monday*, all year round

MIXED LESSONS
Group and individual lessons can be combined. In this 
format, you get the best of both worlds: the specialized 
instruction of a private teacher, as well as the opportunity 
to use your language in challenging discussions with 
other students. All terms for standard and mini-groups 
apply. 

Group lessons:  20 sessions per week, 45 
minutes eaсh session

Individual lessons:  5 or 10 sessions a week, 45 
minutes eaсh session

Minimum course length:  1 week
Levels:  Beginner, A1, A2, B1, B2
Start Dates:  Every Monday*, all year round

BUSINESS COURSE
The goal of our Business Course programs is to 
teach you Business Russian that’s used for everyday 
communications in the workplace, negotiations 
with business partners, meetings, business trips, 
correspondence, etc. Lessons can be customized to 
your professional needs.

Group lessons:  20 sessions per week,  
45 minutes eaсh session

Individual lessons: 5 or 10 sessions a week,  
45 minutes eaсh session for 
Business Course

Minimum course length:  1 week
Levels:  All levels except Beginners
Start Dates:  Every Monday*, all year round

FULL IMMERSION
Unquestionably the most efficient way to learn a 
language. Novamova arranges encounters with the 
local speakers at every level. Your Immersion Course 
will include a group Russian language course, individual 
lessons, language-tandem or conversational practice.

Group lessons per week:  20 sessions per week,  
45 minutes eaсh session

Individual lessons:  5 sessions per week, each 
session 45 minutes

Minimum course length:  2 weeks
Levels:  all levels
Accommodation:  Host Family HB
Transfer:  two ways airport-city
Tours:  every weekend

PREPARATION FOR TORFL EXAMS
NovaMova is certified to prepare students for the TORFL 
(ТРКИ) test. We prepare for this test at any level, from 
A1 to C2. Language courses are designed for specific 
TORFL levels, including Everyday communication, 
Business Russian; Russian for State Certification, etc.

Group lessons per week:  20 sessions per week, 45 
minutes eaсh session

Individual lessons:  5 or 10 sessions per week, 45 
minutes eaсh session

Minimum course length:  1 weeks
Levels:  all levels
Start Dates:  Every Monday*, all year round 

 

“The school is particularly to be recommended for 
diplomats, politicians and journalists. A lot of self-
created material at the school is available for their 
use.”      

Charles McPhedran, Germany

*except for the Beginner level. 5

RUSSIAN COURSES
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Accreditations:

THE UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE CENTRE
Immerse yourself in Ukrainian language in the cradle of East Slavic culture. 

KEY FACTS (KYIV)

• Training with native-speaking teachers 
and peers
• Customised learning schedule
• Small class size
• 24/7 student support

  KEY FEATURES 
ACCOMMODATION
• Private / Shared 

Apartments
• Homestays with 

Ukrainian-speaking 
families

OUR LANGUAGE 
LEARNING  
MODEL
NovaMova understands that every 
student is different. We customise our 
learning programmes according to each 
student’s unique learning goals. We offer:
• Group and Individual Language 

Courses
• Corporate and Business 

Programmes
• Special Interest Courses
• Individualised Curriculum
• Ukrainian Conversation Practice
• Ukrainian-language Tours
• Cultural Events
• Ukrainian-language Homestays

International Language School

Nestled among the green hills of the Dnieper River, Kyiv has been a significant trade and cultural centre since the 5th 
century. The city’s medieval sites have stood against time and turmoil, while Kyiv’s modern side speaks to Ukraine’s 
Soviet past and its genuinely European heart. Ukraine’s deep history and rich tradition are juxtaposed beautifully with 
cosmopolitan boutiques, flavorful dining, and engaging events. 

NovaMova, Ukrainian for ‘new language’, has over 15 years experience teaching the native languages of former 
Soviet countries. Our accredited Ukrainian Immersion Programme optimises course materials, conversation practice, 
cultural exposure, and immersive homestays to address individual needs and achieve language-learning goals. 
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CONVERSATION PRACTICE
We offer individual peer-coaching, where 
students get out of the classroom and practise 
their Ukrainian with peers in the real world. 
Through conversation practice with your peer 
coach, you’ll flesh out your vocab and gain 
confidence practicing the language with real 
people.

UKRAINIAN HOMESTAYS
For students serious about fluency, NovaMova 
provides immersive homestays in Kyiv with 
Ukrainian-speaking hosts. We select our host 
families for their hospitality, native language 
skills, and cultural authenticity. 

IMMERSIVE EXCURSIONS
Our excursions focus on two things — 
cultural tradition and particular interest. 
You can observe ancient Ukrainian 
customs, like Kupala Night, in authentic 
village settings; or pursue your own interest and 
learn artisan crafts, period architecture, or enjoy 
culinary experiences. 

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Immersion and cultural awareness of Ukraine are 
beneficial for learning the Ukrainian language.  
We regularly host expert speakers on cultural 
and political issues, show Ukrainian films, visit 
area sporting events, and lead field trips to 
encourage deep connections with local culture.

INTERNSHIPS
Are you looking for language exposure and 
practice? We offer excellent opportunities 
to work in Ukrainian companies and civic 
organisations where you not only learn the 
language, you live it.

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN UKRAINIAN CULTURE!



ACCOMMODATIONS
Whether you prefer to maximize your 
language practice by staying with local 
hosts, or to have your own place, we can 
provide accommodations that will suit the 
needs (and budget) of everyone.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

HOTEL
All locations

Conveniently located places to stay. 
Most are located on the coast, but 
others are in walking range from the 
cities center and NovaMova schools. 
Comfortable rooms, great location. 
Rooms may vary in their capacity 
and price. Meals are optional. 

HOME STAY
All locations 

First and foremost, we maintain the 
same standards for each host family 
regardless of location. NovaMova 
carefully selects great Russian and 
Ukrainian-speaking hosting families 
for our students. Not only will you 
get a comfortable, private room with 
the usual amenities, you will get to 
know warm and generous people 
who will cook for you and involve 
you in conversation. 

PRIVATE OR SHARED APARTMENTS
All locations

We can help you to rent your own apartment for the duration of your stay. You 
can stay in a comfortable and reasonably priced private apartment if you prefer 
your own space, or, to save money, shared apartments are also available. This 
is a cheaper option with a room for each student (maximum 3 students per 
apartment). All apartments are located within 30 minutes from school. 

APART HOTEL 
Odesa 

Comfortable rooms equipped with bed, kitchen-studio, bathroom with 
all necessary accessories, TV, phone, air conditioner, mini-bar, safe. In 
Odesa, hotel apartments are situated not far from the sea and within a 
5-minute walk from NovaMova school. Prices vary.

“Valentina (my host) is the 
best landlady Novamova has! 
Delicious food, great location. 
Valentina is always keen to 
talk.”

Nickolas Sampson, the UK
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ACTIVITIES
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Because we 
want you to 
succeed in 
Russian and 
Ukrainian 
languages, we 
give you many 
opportunities to 
use your skills 
outside the 
classroom. 
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COOKING CLUB
Our Cooking Club gives you an opportunity to 
learn how to cook popular traditional dishes 
and practice your speaking while doing it! We 
invite talented amateur and professional chefs 
to teach. Each student gets a copy of the 
recipe and a glossary of relevant terms.

PEER COACHING
Peer coaching, or tandem language learning, 
means you are paired with a friendly peer, 
helping you to retain your knowledge by 
practicing it in a natural, more relaxed setting. 
Not to mention, you get the opportunity to 
learn words and phrases you won’t find in 
textbooks or dictionaries. 

SPEAKING CLUB
In this format, opportunities to learn 
new words, phraseology, colloquialisms, 
meaningful expressions abound. This will 
help you to gain better understanding of local 
friends and natives. 

SINGING CLUB
Singing is a great way to learn new words 
and get a feel for the language. So naturally, 
we organize Russian and Ukrainian Singing 
Club to give you a chance to improve your 
vocabulary through the joy of music.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Guest lecturers are a highlight of our program. 
NovaMova regularly organizes meetings with 
current or former members of parliament, 
political analysts, historians, lawyers, 
educators, religious leaders, and specialists in 
folklore. 

MOVIE CLUB
Watching Russian and Ukrainian movies is a 
great source of motivation and enjoyment at 
the same time! Cinema unleashes opportunities 
to see how language works in many varied 
situations that only the world of film can provide

PRONUNCIATION WORKSHOP 
Improper phonetics can lead to a wrong first 
impression and can be a serious hurdle in 
sending your message across. NM believes 
that pronunciation is vital to be understood 
accurately and is a key assessment factor at 
verbal proficiency tests. That’s why NM with 
the help of speech therapists developed a 
fundamental pronunciation course available 
for every student as a free learning activity. 
Your clear speech will make your work on the 
language a lot easier and worthwhile!

ACTIVITIES
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ACCOMMODATION
Host family / Shared apartment
Private apartment

KEY FACTS (KYIV)

School Size  small
Minimum age  16
Average age  34
Average class size 5 
Maximum class size  10

24/7 student support

KYIV LANGUAGE CENTRE 
Learn Russian in the cradle of Slavic Culture

Kyiv (or Kyiv) ranks third, after Moscow and St. Petersburg, for the number of native 
Russian speakers. Russian is the language of choice for the overwhelming majority 
of the local population. Kyiv is a European capital with a vibrant cultural scene, more 
than a thousand years of history, not to mention the extremely low cost of living. 

NovaMova School in Kyiv is an accredited member of several international 
organizations that guarantee that NovaMova complies with the high international 
standards designed specifically for language learning purposes. In 2016 NovaMova 
Kyiv was inspected by Eaquals (The European Association for Quality Language 
Service) and re-confirmed as an accredited member of Association. 

LANGUAGE COURSES
• Group / individual / mixed / business 
• TORFL preparation 
• Internships
• Semester and Summer Programs
• Ukrainian lessons

ACCREDITATIONS

  KEY FACTS 

CENTRAL LOCATION
only 5 minutes walk away from Zoloty 
Vorota metro station
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KYIV WALKING TOUR
We normally start our Excursion Program 
with the walking tour of the city center 
right at the doorstep of NovaMova. This is 
where our most important historical ruler 
Yaroslav the Wise built the Golden Gate of 
Kyiv and the St. Sophia Cathedral back in 
the early 11th century.
   
CAVE MONASTERY TOUR
The Lavra is a place where time stands 
still and every building hides a thrilling 
story for an inquisitive visitor. It’s a 
working monastery with certain areas 
open to the general public.
   
CHERNOBYL MUSEUM
This museum is a place for you to understand and 
almost feel what it was like to be in the worst nuclear 
catastrophe in history.

WORLD WAR II MEMORIAL TOUR
The purpose of this tour is to present you with visual 
and comprehensive information about the events of the 
Second World War as it played out in the former Soviet 
Union, particularly in Ukraine.
      
UKRAINIAN VILLAGE MUSEUM 
The biggest open air museum in Europe with a great 
display of national historical and ethnographic heritage.

KYIV LANGUAGE CENTRE 

EXCURSIONS AND TOURS
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ACCOMMODATION
Host family
Shared apartment
Private apartment
Аpart hotel 

ODESA LANGUAGE CENTRE
Learn Russian in the “Pearl of the Black Sea”

Russian language program in Odesa 
offers students an opportunity to 
improve their language skills on the 
Black Sea Coast. Odesa is a city with a 
rich history and a unique ambience that 
makes it easy to love. 

In Odesa, from sipping on coffee to 
chatting with locals, your language skills 
will grow in no time.

LANGUAGE COURSES
• Group / individual / mixed 
• Internships

CENTRAL LOCATION
only 10 minutes walk away from famous 
Deribasovskaya street
And 20  minutes walk from the seaside

KEY FACTS (KYIV)

School Size  small
Minimum age  16
Average age  28
Average class size 4 
Maximum class size  10

24/7 student support

  KEY FACTS

ACCREDITATIONS
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ODESA LANGUAGE CENTRE

ODESA WALKING TOUR 
The way Odesa lays out its streets, parks and avenues 
really makes a visitor feel cozy and comfortable. You’ll 
witness a variety of European cultural influences, but the 
main attraction is Odesa’s Opera House, undoubtedly 
one of the grandest in the world. 
      
SHABO WINERY
Shabo is the name of a vineyard valley near Odesa so 
old, it was founded by ancient Greeks. You will tour this 
renowned Ukrainian winery and get a chance to sample 
a variety of unique wines from local groups. 
      
ODESA CATACOMBS
An unreal place at the city’s outskirts where you’ll find 
a rock quarry and a network of tunnels that was once 
a source of the city’s building blocks during the 19th-
century.        
     
OLD CITY COURTYARDS
The old courtyards of Odesa are architecturally unique... 
and so are their inhabitants. The neighbors may all be 
of different nationalities, yet everyone is friendly and 
welcoming.
      

Whatever your passion may be, you will find it on the streets of Odesa. We are 
prepared to help you to satiate your cultural curiosity by offering our branded 
excursions and tours to see, feel and learn through experience. 

EXCURSIONS AND TOURS

“I took private classes during my summer vacation 
at NovaMova School in Odesa. I made very quick 
progress.”

Antonio Fernandez, Spain
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ACCOMMODATION
Host family
Shared apartment
Private apartment
Guest house   

KEY FACTS (KYIV)

School Size  small
Minimum age  16
Average age  25
Maximum class size  10

24/7 student support

TBILISI LANGUAGE CENTRE 
Learn Russian or Georgian in “the city that loves you!”

In the beautiful capital of Georgia, you 
will become acquainted with some of 
the world’s friendliest people. Located 
in the eastern tip of the Black Sea, 
Georgia occupies the most dazzling 
and peaceful part of the Caucasus 
mountains with it’s gorgeous valleys, 
rapid rivers, endless vineyards, and the 
glistening seaside beaches. 

It seems that the Georgians have 
managed to absorb all the good 
qualities from each of its neighboring 
nations. The result is a charming 
country and little-known paradise. 
Once an important city in the former 
Soviet Union, Tbilisi has preserved a 
substantial Russian speaking element 
that makes our Russian programs 
popular in this area. 

NovaMova in Tbilisi maintains its 
uncompromising quality of teaching 
and offers a variety of cultural activities, 
tours, and all you need to have great 
experience at affordable price.Ten 
dollars will get you a feast of some of 
the most delicious food and wine you’ve 
ever tried. Georgian food is one of the 
world’s best kept secrets. 

LANGUAGE COURSES
• Group / individual / mixed 
• Internships
• Semester and Summer Programs
• Georgian Lessons

  KEY FACTS

CENTRAL LOCATION
right next to the major city attractions
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DISCOVER OLD TBILISI
Trip to Tbilisi, the capital city of Georgia and cultural 
center of the South Caucasus. You will be amazed 
by the beautiful architecture and stunning views that 
characterize the city.
      
KAKHETI WINE TOUR
Georgian wine is famous for its unique flavors, found 
nowhere else in the world. In Kakheti, you will tour a 16th 
century wine cellar, sample delicious local wine varieties, 
and feast on the locally grown plums and peaches.

MTSKHETA TOUR
The monuments and buildings of 
Mtskheta are UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites. The incredible architecture of sites 
like Svetitskhoveli Cathedral and Jvari 
Monastery are unforgettable.

KAZBEGI MOUNTAIN TOUR
An ascent part ways up the second tallest peak (5,047 m)  
in Georgia, where we visit Gergeti Trinity Church. Built in 
the 14th century, and bordering on the only passageway 
between Georgia to Russia, this trip is always a program 
highlight. 

TBILISI LANGUAGE CENTRE 

EXCURSIONS AND TOURS

“The experience we had is unbeatable in terms of 
language training, cultural immersion, and political 
understanding.”

— Justin Seim, the USA
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ACCOMMODATION
Host family
Private apartment

 CHISINAU LANGUAGE CENTRE|
Learn Russian in a Food and Wine Paradise 

NovaMova Chisinau Center is located in the heart of the city where there are 
many interesting things to see and do, making it is easy for our students to 
learn in the friendly atmosphere Chisinau, capital of Moldova. Moldova is a 
lovely, humble and verdant land located in the heart of southeastern Europe. 
Its lush green hills, idyllic countryside, dense forests, serene lakes are a treat 
to the eye. 

The cultural heritage of Moldova is rich with traditions and customs, 
many of which are centered around winemaking and farming. Moldovan 
(Romanian) is the state language, though almost two-thirds of the population 
speaks Russian, as it’s officially considered the language of intercultural 
communication. NovaMova encourages everyone to get off the beaten track 
and visit this hidden refuge with a fascinating history, culture, and people! 

LANGUAGE COURSES
• Group / individual / mixed 
• Internships
• Semester and Summer Programs
• Romanian lessons

CENTRAL LOCATION
right next to the Cathedral Park

KEY FACTS (KYIV)

School Size  small
Minimum age  16
Average age  23
Average class size 4 
Maximum class size  10

24/7 student support

  KEY FACTS

ACCREDITATIONS
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 CHISINAU LANGUAGE CENTRE|

OLD ORHEI
The ancient city Old Orheia natural 
and historical complex in the open air, 
located on the Raut River. It combines 
beautiful natural landscape and 
vestiges of ancient civilizations. 

MILESTII MICI  
WINE TOUR
This small town is known worldwide 
because it is where the the State 
Center for Quality Wines is located. It 
stores, preserves, and matures high-
quality wines. 

FORT SOROKA 
In the medieval period this fortress 
was part of a Moldovan defensive 
system, which comprised four 
fortresses on the Nistru river, two on 
the Danube and another three in the 
northern part of the country.

CRICOVA  
WINE CELLARS
The wine cellars of Cricova is 
the second largest wine cellar 
in Moldova, after Milestii Mici. It 
boasts 120 kilometers of tunnels 
that have existed under Cricova 
since the 15th century, when 
limestone was dug out to help build 
Chisinau. 

ROMANIA TOUR
Bucharest, in southern Romania, 
is the country’s capital and 
commercial center. There is so 
much to see that we discuss the 
options with participants and see 
what they want to see. As a bonus, 
from Bucharest, students may 
also go to Transylvania (just hours 
away), a favorite for Halloween.

Moldova is truly unique. Excursions offer a great way to continue learning 
outside the classroom. The Romans marched on Romania (of which Moldova 
was a part), defeated the native tribes, and instilled their culture. The resulting 
cultural mix is fascinating, and best experienced first hand. 

EXCURSIONS AND TOURS
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PROGRAMME 
LOCATION
The course is based in Kyiv, Ukraine 
and includes a week-long tour in 
Odesa and Moldova as well as the 
Identity and Conflict Faculty-Led 
Tour through Georgia and Armenia.

COURSE DETAILS
• Course in Policy and Conflict 

Studies 
• Course on Post-Soviet Identity 
• Russian or Ukrainian Language 
• Optional half-time internship in 

Russian, Ukrainian, or English 

Explore the roots of identity and conflict in former Soviet states while improving 
your Russian or Ukrainian. 

This 15-week programme explores identity and various types of conflict 
within the former Soviet territories, augmented by Russian or Ukrainian 
language study. Case studies will focus on the historical and ongoing 
disputes in Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Moldova, Armenia, and Azerbaijan.
   
Throughout the course, we’ll study the links between identity, conflicts, 
conflict resolution, and conflict prevention. Additionally, we’ll explore 
the connection between these conflicts, international terrorism, the 
future of conflict prevention, preventive diplomacy, and the processes 
of integration and disintegration in the Post-Soviet Space. Students 
are encouraged to apply their new language skills and conflict studies 
knowledge to part-time internships.  

IDENTITY AND CONFLICT 
IN THE 

POST-SOVIET SPACE 
Semester Programme

KEY FACTS (KYIV)

• 11-week Programme in Kyiv, Ukraine
• 3-week Faculty-Led Tour through 

Georgia and Armenia 
• 1-week trip to Odesa and Moldova
• Spring and Fall Semesters Available
• Course Lectures (except specific 

language sessions) in English

  KEY FEATURES 

RUSSIABELARUS

ROMANIA

UKRAINE

GEORGIA

ARMENIA

MOLDOVA

Study Abroad Programs
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COURSE COMPOSITION
All students will complete the required 8 credits of conflict 
studies and sociology coursework. To guarantee that 
our students are getting the most from their experience, 
however, participants can decide if, how, and when to 
complete their language studies and internship. Students 
may opt for a more in-depth study of language, foregoing 
the internship or decide to dedicate more time to their 
work while minimising the language study.

COURSE ITINERARY
The main part of the programme—11 weeks—is spent 
in Kyiv, Ukraine. After the foundational coursework in 
Ukraine, students will join our Identity and Conflict Lecture 
Tour to Moldova (1 week), Armenia (1 week), and Georgia 
(2 weeks).

GUEST LECTURES
Our guest lecturers are specialists in topics within history, 
political science, journalism, and social anthropology. By 
discussing wide-ranging concerns, like the peculiarities 
of local mentality as well as the social aspects and use 
of propaganda in mass media, participants will have 
complete picture of regional conflict issues. 

FACULTY-LED TOURS
The month-long tour features lectures from experts in 
post-Soviet sociology, conflict studies, and culture. Our 
trip aims to provide context for each talk by visiting 
relevant historical and educational sites throughout 
Georgia, Armenia, Ukraine, and Moldova. 
During the faculty-led tour, we’ll also meet representatives 
of ethnic minorities to learn about problems they face in 
our globalised world and how they manage to maintain 
their identities. 

INTERNSHIPS
We offer excellent opportunities to work in Ukrainian 
NGOs, civic organisations and companies where you 
not only learn the language, you live it. Internships 
provide our students with a unique opportunity to utilise 
their new knowledge and practise their language skills 
in a professional environment. Internships encourage 
interaction with locals and development of specific skills 
related to student learning interests. 
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PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Olga Veselovskaya is a social 
anthropologist who completed her PhD 
in History, specialising in gender studies 
and the power structures of traditional 
and modern societies. She is the 
founder of the ethno-expertise project 
PatchWorkers. 
Olga lives in Tbilisi.

Spend 3 weeks exploring topics in conflict and social studies while touring historical 
sites in Georgia and Armenia.

Explore the links between identity, conflict, conflict resolution, and conflict prevention through conversations 
with experts from former Soviet states. During the faculty-led tour, we’ll discuss the impact of mental outlook on 
social processes, the influence of propaganda, the role of mass media, the future of conflict prevention, preventive 
diplomacy, and the processes of integration and disintegration in the Post-Soviet Space (PSS). We’ll also meet 
representatives of ethnic minorities to learn about problems they face in our globalised world and how they manage 
to maintain their identities. 

FACULTY-LED TOUR: 
IDENTITY AND CONFLICT 

IN THE POST-SOVIET SPACE 

KEY FACTS (KYIV)

• 3-week Tour
• Course Lectures in English 
• Variety of Traditional Workshops
• Visits to UNESCO Heritage Sites
• Accommodation in Hotels, Hostels, and 

Guest Houses

  KEY FEATURES 

Study Abroad Programs
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GEORGIA TOUR 2 WEEKS
Georgia, sandwiched between Russia, the Black Sea, 
and Asia, has been forged by centuries of geopolit-
ical forces. Long a crossroads of culture, Georgia is 
home to the some of the world’s richest traditions 
as well as some of its most intractable conflict. The 
tour will explore Georgia with the aim of providing 
context for lectures and discussion on disputes in 
the region.
• Includes: Tbilisi City Tour, Wine Tasting (Kakheti 

Region), Georgian Parliament (Kutaisi), Birthplace 
of Joseph Stalin (Gori), Hiking (Svaneti Region), The 
Black Sea (Batumi)

ARMENIA TOUR 1 WEEK 
This highland country bordered by Georgia, Turkey, 
Azerbaijan, and Iran is home to an ancient heritage 
and a tumultuous history that’s seen the country reg-
ularly torn between empires. Our tour will explore 
Armenia’s importance as an early Christian state as 
well as a modern buffer between worlds.  
• Includes: Yerevan City Tour, Genocide Museum, 

Ararat Brandy Factory, Echmiadzin Monastery 
Complex, Lake Sevan, Khor Virap Monastery 
Complex, Garni Temple.

GUEST LECTURES
Our guest lecturers are specialists in topics with-
in history, political science, journalism, and social 
anthropology. By discussing wide-ranging concerns, 
like the peculiarities of local mentality as well as the 
social aspects and use of propaganda in mass media, 
participants will have a complete picture of regional 
conflict issues. Example lectures include:
• Politics, Conflict, History, and Nationalism in Post-

Communist Societies — Bakar Berekashvili
• Ethnic Composition of the Region and its 

Peculiarities — Olga Veselovskaya
• Three Dimensional Analysis of the Conflicts in 

Georgia — Tato Khundadze
• Life in the Camp After Conflict: The Experience of 

Internally Displaced Persons — Nana Chkareuli 

TRADITIONAL WORKSHOPS
Experience the richness of Georgian and Armenian 
heritage through masterclasses and workshops in 
traditional arts, including cooking, wood carving, 
and embroidery. 

PROGRAM 
HIGHLIGHTS
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“It’s been a really incredible experience. 
We’ve met incredible people. We’ve 
seen incredible, amazing mountains and 
lakes. The place is beautiful. The people 
are very kind and eager to learn. . .It’s 
been a really beneficial experience for 
me and, I think, for them. I’m looking 
forward to further improving the English 
of the locals who live here.” 

— Liam Palmbach, USA

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME
Combine intensive language study with work experience through internships 
in Eastern Europe.

• 1-3 month unpaid internships
• Full- or part-time
• Ukraine, Georgia, or Moldova
• Russian, Ukrainian, Georgian, or 
English. 

  KEY FACTS 

ACCOMMODATION
• Shared/Private Apartment
• Local-language Homestays

Live and work in historical Ukraine, Georgia, or Moldova. Discover the dynamic story and cultural herit-
age of each nation as you interact with co-workers, neighbours, and friends in their native language. 

At NovaMova Internship Programmes we provide our language students with a unique opportunity to 
practise their language skills in a professional environment, interact with locals, and develop more specific 
skills related to their interests. While most internships will be in the target language, we also have options for 
students just beginning their language practice—English speaking internships

WHY COMPLETE 
A NOVAMOVA 
INTERNSHIP?
Our goals for internships are to 
provide students not only with an 
enhanced environment for honing 
language skills but also a personal 
experience they can carry with 
them once they return home. 
NovaMova supports interns with 
intensive language coursework 
throughout their stay, reduced 
pricing on supplementary courses 
and accommodation as well as 
24/7 support to ensure that they 
are benefiting maximally from their 
internship. 

International Language School
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NovaMova 
Kyiv | Ukraine

NovaMova 
Odesa | Ukraine

NovaMova 
Tbilisi | Georgia

NovaMova 
Chisinau | Moldova

NOVAMOVA CENTRES

KYIV HEAD OFFICE AND LANGUAGE CENTRE:
office 28, 14V Yaroslavov Val,
Kyiv, Ukraine
 
ODESA LANGUAGE CENTRE:
33A, Troitskaya street,
4th floor
Odesa, Ukraine
 
TBILISI LANGUAGE CENTRE:
25 Pekini str, Tbilisi, Georgia 

BATUMI LANGUAGE CENTRE:
53, Rustaveli street,
Batumi, Georgia
 
CHISINAU LANGUAGE CENTRE:
45 Banulescu-Bodoni street,
MD2012,
Chisinau, Moldova

RUSSIA

BELARUS

ROMANIA

POLAND

ITALY

UKRAINE

GEORGIA

MOLDOVA

GERMANY

CZECH 
REPUBLIC

FRANCE

TURKEY
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